
Where are All the Customers At, Yo? 

Embracing Digital Referrals Without Forgetting    
the Proven Old-School Methods
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Please be respectful of your colleagues by silencing your phone. 

If you need to answer a call, please go to the hallway.



When I first 

started in the 

B&B industry

In 1993, the question was…

Why do I need a website? 

I have an 800-number!
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Google was an infinitesimal number
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Source: LiveScience.com

A googol is 10 to 

the 100th power 

(which is 1 

followed by 100

zeros). A googol is 

larger than the 

number of 

elementary 

particles in the 

universe, which 

amount to only 10

to the 80th 

power.



The focus 

was on 

telephone   

manners

and 

brochures 
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The only reviews that 

mattered came from 

guidebook writers, like 

Sandy Soule and 

Bernice Chesler
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Then we moved into the 
Internet generation and 
innkeepers asked “why do I need 
online reservations?”

All my rooms are different!  I 
need to talk to every guest to 
help them find the right room”. 
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Remember MySpace.com?
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Today the focus is on impressions 
and OTAs – reaching guests through 
third parties and someone else’s 
website like Booking.com, Google, 
Expedia or Tripadvisor.com. 
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We’ve moved from My Space to their 

space in a matter of a few short years!
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What’s missing today?  

The personal touch
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Time to shift the focus 

back to basics
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Let’s look at some of the 
hands-on direct approaches to 
reach out and touch your 
guests.

And to gain new ones. 

- Packaging
- Partnerships
- PR
- Photos
- Perks
- Personalized service
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High 

touch, 

not high 

tech



Why 
Packaging?
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Extend stays to 
multiple nights

Increase 
midweek 

occupancy

Increase off-
season 

occupancy

Value-added 
packages 
increase 
revenue

Creates good 
story angles

Create an easy 
& memorable 

experience for 
guests



Package around your passions
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Package ideas:

Romance/honeymoon/anniversary
Cooking Schools

Family weekends
Girlfriends getaways

Guys getaways
Gourmet Getaway

Holiday decorations
Quilting & other craftwork themes

Scrapbooking weekends
Shopping weekends

Spa weekends
Sports weekends 
Murder Mysteries

Winery/distillery tours
Microbrew buses

Local events
Celebration vacations
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Guests are drawn to packages

Do the planning work for them
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The more creative, the better!

Packages don’t have to mean discounts
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Package with events, concerts, sporting 

events, holiday programs
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Work  with Partners
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Partners come in 

all sizes

 Local restaurants

 Local attractions

 Local theaters

 Local breweries, wineries, distilleries

 Regional lodging associations – New England Inns 

& Resort

 Regional CVBs and chambers

 State B&B Associations

 State Tourism Offices

 National events – B&Bs for Vets, National B&B 

Day

 National Associations – American Cancer Society 

or Habitat for Humanity
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Inn to Inn 

Consortiums

 Unique Venues

 Inns Along the Coast

 Inns Along the Trail

 Bike the Whites

 Country Inns in the White 

Mountains
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Great examples
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The Historic Inns of 

Rockland created a 

PR Partners 

program with 

restaurants, spas, 

retailers, 

attractions to help 

support their PR 

Program. 



By selling the destination, Rockland 
innkeepers know they put heads in beds
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Specialty food pervayors feature their oils 

and vinegars while offering guests a gift
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In Maine, Fiore 

Artisan Olive Oil & 

Vinegars offer 

samples for guests 

with a coupon and 

invitation to come 

to the store for a 

tasting. 

A win:win for 

innkeepers and 

retailers. 



And Pies on Parade has raised $200,000 to feed the hungry by 
partnering with businesses in the community
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Sonoma inns work with 125 wineries 
to offer discounts or free tastings for 
their guests

Sonoma Wine Tasting Passport

Your stay at one of our Wine Country Inns includes a Free Wine Tasting Passport 
for Two. Pick up your Passport at check-in and enjoy complimentary tastings and 
discounts at these participating wineries – full list below.

Alexander Valley

Alexander Valley Vineyards

Hanna Winery

Locals Tasting Room featuring these participating wineries: 

Arbois/Praxis

Bedarra

Denier-Handal

Eric Ross

Kitfox

Munselle

Parmeson

Pendleton

Peterson

William Gordon

+ about 100 more….
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http://www.winecountryinns.com/wine-tasting-passport.html

http://www.winecountryinns.com/


Distinctive Inns of New England partnered 

with Lord Hobo Brewing, introducing inns to a 

whole new audience
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Create your own Festival to draw people during 

slower seasons
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During the Ojai Valley Lavender Festival, the Lavender Inn offers COOKING WITH 

LAVENDER  class, daily lavender lemonade & lavender scones, lavender mojito, tours of 

the Inn, and a booth at the festival.

Along with the 100 vendors in the park, the Lavender Festival promotes local 

lavender meals and cocktails in  the restaurants, lavender spa treatments, and 

merchants’ lavender products in town. 

Source: Lavender Inn provided photos & ideas.



Captain Lord 
Mansion created 

Dime For Time for  
Breast Cancer 

Awareness
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Maine Innkeepers partner with Habitat 

for Humanity
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Public Relations: 

Let others do the promoting for you
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How do I get 
their attention? 

Invite them!
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How do I know if 

the media is legit?
 Ask for audience demographics or media 

kit. Review audience demographics – do 
they match yours?

 Review the journalist’s blog, social 
media – do they cover travel?

 Request a dedicated article about the 
B&B, or insure there will be significant 
coverage and photos.

 If you have a room available, offer it.  If 
they ask for more than one room, the 
second can be at a media rate.

 Media rate should be 50% of rack rate (or 
so).
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Five great 

story ideas 

from 

innkeepers
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 When you donate prizes to help community 
organizations raise money, tell the media. 

 You have a bottomless cookie jar for your customers?  
Make a batch of your best cookies and deliver them to 
the food editor with the recipe and a photo of your 
cookies in the cookie jar, and an invitation to the 
editor to join guests at the inn for the bottomless 
cookie supply.

 In poor weather, after a storm or weather disaster, 
share photos of you helping neighbors, shoveling guests 
cars out or the one flower that remains.  Send your 
weather-photos to meteorologists with your story.  
Meteorologists 

 are often forgotten.

 Will you participate in B&Bs for Vets? Let the media 
know! Invite the local media to your B&B for breakfast 
with the vets. Your unsung hero story will result.

 Follow up customer service disasters-gone-viral with 
your own story about great customer service, assuring 
media that vacations are still healthy, safe and 
enjoyable. 
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PR is all about story 
telling.  From photos to 
recipes, autumn offers 
the chance to capture 
public attention and 
put your B&B on the 
map. 
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What’s your 

story?

Tell it to the 

world

Through your social media 

outlets

Through blogs

Through your website

Through your media outreach

Through your photos
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What is quite possibly 
the most important 

back to basics selling 
tool you have?
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One good 
photo can sell 

your story…
or send it viral
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The Red Chair is another 
great example of story 
telling through photos
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The news media loved telling the story of 
the Red Chair
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Remember your photos sell rooms
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Which rooms do you think will book faster & more often?



And your photos sell experiences 
at your inns and B&Bs
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Need photos you don’t 

have?

pexels.com

pixabay.com
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http://www.pexels.com/


It’s the perks that set inns & B&Bs apart
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The little things & attention to detail 

that count
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And personalized services & experiences

47Experiences are what’s trending in travel today – create experiences for guests



Amazing service sets B&Bs apart from all 

other travel segments
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Where else does the innkeeper….
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… greet you by name?

… offer a hug when you 

leave?

…brush snow off your car?

… give you complimentary 

rides to the airport?

…make a special frog ladder?

…deliver ice cream and 

warm cookies to your room 

every night?



12 customer service acts you take for 

granted but guests notice
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• Personally addressed welcome letters

• Substitutions at breakfast for special diets

• Ideas for activities

• Advice and “insiders secrets” on the area

• Beverages or snacks available

• Fresh flowers in the rooms

• Jump start dead batteries on cars

• Provide charging stations for electric cars

• Carry luggage

• Park cars

• Provide a breakfast to go

• Print boarding passes



Your inside knowledge sells rooms
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“ Just this week I got two 

reservations from guests who 

mentioned they came for my inside 

knowledge and local 

expertise”……

-Cheryl Michaelsen, Berry Manor Inn, 

Rockland, Maine

Don’t underestimate the value of your local expertise. 



Shout out your 

great service so 

the world 

knows
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Here’s what Hotel Propeller blog tells 

hoteliers about B&Bs
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A few more key points: Communicate often

Newsletters

Social media

Blogs

Follow up letters

Birthday/anniversary 

greetings
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Provide beautiful & uncluttered settings

Ditch the doilies
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Would you want to stay here                         or                                here? 

More importantly, where would your guests rather stay?



Give them the 

amenities they want

Strong wi-fi signal

Plenty of plugs for 

devices

TV

Uncluttered spaces
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Questions??

Marti Mayne

Maynely Marketing

392A Cousins Street

Yarmouth, ME  04096

207-846-6331

info@maynelymarketing.com

Thank you for learning with us! Please complete your 

evaluation and hand it to the room host before leaving the 

room!
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